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I=action of first order 
II= of second order, 
III=of third order

(and: land, labour, air)

Environmental: 
resources

Human / quality: 
comfort&climate

society: 
profit and pow er

All environmental solutions relat e to: closing the resource cycles, minimising the volume in 
the cycl es, reducing the energy for driving the cycles, reduce speed of goods in cycles

There has never been built a new building , that 
contributed to lowering the environmental load, 
absolutly.

Thats why we need an existing stock focus, 

as the starting point
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closed Building resource Cycle

New  Office: city rehabilitation and f lex concept: 
750 w orkspaces for 1400 employees

Partial insulation, large collector system, seasonal storage, per block system.

75 % CO2-emissions reduction, 70 % renewable energy
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Elektrolux example

change for services, integral concepts and high 
levels or organisation, are at the core of this 
approach

The future will need to be about space
organisation, sheltering activities, and not about
single buildings construction
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Question 1 What are the most promising approaches
- to reduce energy and resource consumption, as well as shift to  

“renewable” recources?

In general: not a building but a area based approach:

• Technological:

energy: passive location concept: including building based wind energy, 
acquifertechnologies and heat pumps, atriums, road-energy, outside
facade insulation technologies, 

Materials: products from recycled materials, more agrobased materials, 
wood and introduction of laminated bamboo, sophistacted use of 
traditional materials

Water: disconnecting from grid, local ecosanitation concepts, low flush/ 
urineseparation / vacuumtoilet systems, greywater recycling, rainwater
harvest gravity based.

Question 1 What are the most promising approaches
- to reduce energy and resource consumption, as well as shift to  

“renewable” recources?

In general: not a building but a area based approach:

• Non Technological:

Service concepts: servicing energy/PV systems, servicing transport, 
servicing waste/recycling chain, merging/adapting spaces,   (empty-) 
spacemanagement, 

Question 2 What are the market barriers, and or business opportunities? 

barriers
- Lack of knowledge for real environmental performance: 

- Lack of organisational capability

- Old fashioned and non suitable economical system

- Adapting to climate changes

Oppertunities

Redevelopment of urban areas

Service concepts for neighbourhoods

Retrofit / refurbischment by standard packages

Question 3: What can governments do to facilitate?

- revise policies , favouring existing stock in stead of new construction: 
(tax measures, living/working planning,  etc)

- Develop policy/regulation/assessment focusing at locations in stead
of buildings

- Revise approach from individual towards serviced communities.

- Support organisational development in stead of technology
developments

- Find ways to value age of buildings and products

- Set environmental targets and enhance assessment towards real
performance improvement by each sector separate.

- Sao paulo sheets?
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